Identification and Prioritization of Factors Affecting the Improvement of Teaching-Learning at Smart Schools
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Abstract

Background: Information and communication technology (ICT) is the empowerment key to the development of communities, especially in the education system. A smart school refers to educational units, who are flexible for students regarding capabilities and features and prepare learners for the future.

Objectives: This study aimed at identifying and prioritizing ways to improve teaching-learning process in the second semester of year 2017-2018 at smart schools of Semnan province.

Methods: This qualitative study included six experts in information and communication technology in smart schools, and in-depth interviews were carried out with 24 teachers, who were selected by purposive and snowball sampling. The analysis of the content of the interviews and theoretical basis was set in the form of questionnaire in two sections of ideal situation and the status quo. According to experts, content validity and reliability by Cronbach’s alpha had a good condition at 0.88 and 0.96. In the quantitative section, a questionnaire was completed by 310 teachers and administrators, who were selected using stratified sampling.

Results: Result of freedman test for determining the significance of ranking methods of improving teaching-learning showed that it was valid at P < 0.05. The findings showed that teachers (with average of 6) were in the first place followed by interaction (4.48), students (4.41), content (3.11), teaching method (1.58), and evaluation with average of 1.42 stands was in the sixth place amongst factors effecting the teaching-learning process of smart schools.

Conclusions: Development of education systems refers to creating fundamental changes in the process of teaching and learning. To enhance these changes, ICT is an empowering key factor. Teaching/learning process includes the teacher, student, and teaching methods. Among these, the teacher has a vital role because they provide information for thinking and reasoning.
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1. Background

Information and communication technology (ICT) is an empowerment key to the development of communities, especially in the education system. Smart schools initiative is a step forward in the information age by combining technology and curriculum, and creates fundamental changes in the processes of teaching-learning (1). A smart school refers to educational units, who are flexible for students about capabilities and features and prepares learners for the future (2). Smart schools is more interesting, more exciting, and more meaningful for students. As well as the mind, spirit and body learners affects the learning process (3).

The introduction of smart schools changes traditional policies, practices, content, curriculum, literacy concepts, the role of teacher and student evaluation methods, and techniques (4). What is important in this research is to identify and prioritize methods to improve the teaching-learning process in smart schools.

To improve the effectiveness of teaching-learning process in smart schools, a model should be provided that could determine the components of this type of school as a reference for developing smart schools. According to studies on global models as well as comments received during interviews with experts, this study attempted to make a comprehensive framework for the definition of smart schools, according to background information on this research.

This conceptual model has tried to pay attention to all aspects of the development of smart uniforms, in the areas of interaction, content, teaching methods and evaluation, the role of teacher and student, and definition. Then, each of the elements were listed and separately
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defined. Six main elements for a comprehensive review of teaching-learning process in any system of e-learning should be studied, including: teacher, student, content, teaching methods, evaluation and interaction. The first part of teaching-learning process is teachers. Since professional manpower or e-teacher is the most important component at smart schools, special attention should be paid to their role and tasks. Teachers must be trained to assume their new roles and competencies necessary to work in this field. Lubis et al. (1) argued that the role of teachers in smart schools is a necessity. Also, they believed that teachers need to change their old views in the learning process, as the traditional concept of the classroom, where the teacher’s role in the transmission of information or knowledge should become a facilitator of knowledge, in other words, the teacher’s role should be changed from ‘scholars in the field “to” aid in the margins (5, 6).

The changing role of the teacher to provide information for thinking and reasoning through discussions in small student groups enables understanding the meaning of content through individual and independent study using new technologies, which is necessary the for radical change in education (7).

The second part of teaching-learning process is students. The use of information technology in the learning process as a foundation must change the structure of learning and this can only be achieved by changing the role of students and teachers, which is directly related to structural developments in educational content (8).

Ghonoodi and Salimi, in a study entitled “Study of the curriculum in smart schools” concluded that ICT-based curriculum, provides background for students to activate their individual capabilities and to gain their independence, rather than just a collection of information that is dictated (9).

Rezaei Rad noted that more than 85% of respondents reported that the involvement of students is very important. Cidral et al. believed this measure is an important factor in the success of e-learning programs (10).

The third part of teaching-learning is teaching methods. In education and training, effective training is conducive to sustainable learning. For this purpose, using technology to support teaching and learning activities, according to the existing shortcomings, could be effective. In order to create active learning, appropriate pedagogy and instructional design coordinator with the methods of learning in smart schools should be provided. Nowadays, ICT has the ability to facilitate the teaching and learning process (11). Also, arrival of personal computers and widespread access to the internet, has created an environment in which education systems worldwide are required to cease major changes in the structure of education (12).

However, rapid growth and technological advances not only change lifestyle and establish effective ways to connect with each other, yet are also effective in teaching and learning methods. The fourth part of this process is assessment. Assessment is a vital element in the teaching-learning process (1). Assessment is at the heart of all policies and strategies for improving quality of education in today’s world (13). Assessment can affect teaching and learning (14).

Assessment is done to measure the educational process and to provide access to the course objectives; it should instead focus on failure and failure to engage and motivate students to be mobile. Assessment should not be considered as an indicator of school success, yet as a tool to promote the student’s success, and assess the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats in order to improve teaching methods (15).

Arguably, creating an efficient assessment system can be more efficient and transparent system of smart schools contributes to its activities. On the other hand, assessment could be achieved using information about the extent necessary to ensure the realization of the mission and educational goals to be achieved.

Part five of the teaching-learning process is materials and educational content. Cai argued that old ways and tools can no longer meet the needs of teaching-learning process and the result of this is alternative technologies and new educational content rather than traditional methods and content (16).

The use of e-learning content at schools, has led to interest and motivates students to learn and become involved in learning faster and better (17). Research results by Sani Idrahim et al. showed that 96% of respondents reported the importance of e-learning in educational program’s success. In general, the use of ICT is a key element of education reform and school change (15). Therefore, the use of multimedia content and electronic teaching-learning process, is the linchpin of smart schools. Using multimedia content attracts a wider range of students in the teaching-learning process.

Part six of teaching-learning process is interaction between individuals. Most researchers and educational specialists have emphasized on value action or interaction (18, 19). Interaction of learners, tutors with learners and learners with the content is the most important indicator of quality of schools. Various research findings suggest that this interaction is fundamental to learning (20). Research also shows that communication and interaction between elements of training is encryption of successful teaching-learning and effective IT-based training and communication (21).

The findings of numerous studies suggest that engage-
The integration of ICT with curriculum, and lack of adequate resources for ICT-based projects, lack of knowledge regarding hardware and software, lack of time in school programs for ICT-based projects, lack of knowledge regarding the integration of ICT with curriculum, and lack of adequate resources at home for students, who want to achieve their educational materials.

Tezer and Ertarkan (28) conducted a study entitled “Use smart techniques and Semantic Web technologies in e-learning environments” in the national telecommunications network of scientific and educational institutions of Ukraine. The results showed that the learning system requires hardware and software for the development of new and more complex systems, and therefore student feedback is always delayed and time-consuming. Other studies suggest that the inadequacy of the computers, lack of skills and knowledge of teachers, problems with education and technology integration process, difficulty in adapting to the new role of training, lack of preparation and lack of scientific students are obstacles and challenges in the development of smart schools (28).

Research results also showed that the integration of ICT in teaching and learning is low (29). However, ICT had positive results, although time constraints prevented its use. Results also suggest that the low level of integration of ICT requires innovative designs that are introduced by the Ministry of Education.

Thus, in the field of electronic education, it is more important to identify ways to improve each of the sectors identified in teaching-learning process in smart schools. This study also showed that each of these methods should be prioritized to promote effectiveness and efficiency of teaching-learning. Using these methods, it is expected that teaching-learning process increases and improves the quality of e-learning.

Thus, development of ICT in education with the aim to transform the educational system is the foundation of an efficient educational system. Semnan province during the past five years has taken valuable steps in the development of e-learning, and according to the latest figures, 192 students from schools in Semnan province were smart. Nowadays, there is a strong feeling about smart schools in order to direct students towards deep learning of content. This points to the importance of designing a comprehensive framework for smart schools more than ever, because it can improve the quality of electronic learning. In this respect, identifying and prioritizing ways to improve the teaching-learning process in schools, can promote the efficiency and effectiveness of using ICT in teaching-learning and stops waste in investing huge budgets in this area, therefore, this study sought to answer two main research question is:

1. Which factors influence the improvement of teaching-learning process in smart schools?
2. How should the factors be prioritized to improve teaching-learning?
2. Methods

The research method was mixed and exploratory and the study was executed in academic year of 2017 - 2018 in Semnan province. In the qualitative part, interview and content analysis were used. In the quantitative part, a survey method was employed. In this research, quantitative data were collected first, and based on them, quantitative data were collected in order to generalize the findings. The present study, in terms of purpose of the research, was applied and the criteria to collect data was cross-sectional and descriptive. Also the research methodology is exploration. Combined researches are studies done with the combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods (30). In mixed exploratory research projects, researchers sought to survey an uncertain situation. For this purpose, qualitative data are initially collected. This leads to description of countless aspects of phenomena and finally the researcher based on findings from qualitative data, attempts to collect quantitative data to enable generalization of the findings.

2.1. Data Collection Tools

In this qualitative study, using semi-directed interview, the general aim was to identify ways of improving the teaching-learning through ICT experts, teachers and administrators at smart school. The main objective of the semi-directed interviews was to identify effective methods to improve the teaching-learning at smart schools.

In the quantitative part, benchmarking and review of the results from successful experiences in the field of intelligent schools, in-depth study history and literature, six content analysis of interviews with experts and ICT professionals and 24 guided interviews with teachers was done.

In the qualitative part, two sampling methods were employed: (1) Purpose-based sampling. In this method and after consulting with department of research at office of education, experts of information and communication technology, teachers, and administrators were selected and interviewed. (2) Snowball sampling. In this method, experts and interviewed people were asked by the researcher to identify and introduce other experts to be interviewed. After interview with experts, a questionnaire was designed and administered. The populations of the study was all teachers and administrators of smart schools at Semnan province, totaling 1640, among whom 310 were selected randomly based on the Morgan table as the sample. In order to select teachers and managers for implementation of the questionnaire, share of each city in the province was firstly determined and then the sample size for each city was selected for implementation of the questionnaire. In the qualitative part of content analysis technique and in the quantitative part, exploratory factor analysis and Friedman test were used. The descriptive statistics of the research based on gender and educational level are presented in Table 1.

The above table shows that 60.3% response rate to the research questionnaire, the highest number of sample individuals, were males, and females also completed 39.7% of the research questionnaire. Also, 59.4% of the respondents to the research questionnaire were graduate students. After that, 36.8% of them had higher education and 3.9% belonged had a postgraduate degree.

2.2. Tool Reliability Study

In order to determine the reliability of the questionnaire at the beginning of the pilot phase, 95 questionnaires were distributed among the population and collected, and after data analysis of the questionnaires, the reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) of the questionnaire, to check the current status of the various factors in improving methods of evaluation, and the status of the questionnaire, to assess the importance of each of these proposed methods to improve the teaching-learning, were assessed (Table 2).

3. Results

Theoretical researches as well as content analysis, interviews, six of the most important components that improve teaching and learning at schools involved were identified and were studied from the perspective of teachers, principals, deputies, experts, and ICT professionals. Content validity was determined based on ICT experts’ views. In order to examine the data analysis, the Chi-square test (for the viewpoints of the respondents for each individual item) and Friedman test (to prioritize each one of the items in the optimal situation and the status quo) were used. Collected data were analyzed through the Chi-square test, and
Table 2. Questionnaire Reliability Coefficient of the Various Sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire Section</th>
<th>Number of Item</th>
<th>Reliability Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Favorable Situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching method</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

freedman test at $\alpha < 0.05$ using the SPSS software version 22. Respondents’ views on the individual components and Chi-square test results to items in terms of the importance of items on the improvement of teaching-learning process (favorable position) and also in terms of attention to the items on the improvement of teaching-learning process (status quo) were studied.

In order to check the status of these methods relative to each other and in terms of priority importance and attention to this approach in improving the teaching-learning process at schools and the ranking of the methods, the Friedman test was used, Tables 3 and 4.

Based on the results presented in Table 3, the result of Friedman test (to check meaningful ranking in this test, Chi-square statistic is used) (Pearson $\chi^2 = 1461.917$) was statistically significant at the level of 0.05. Based on the results, the “teacher” is of utmost importance and was ranked first, “interaction” second, “students” third, “content” fourth, “teaching method” fifth and “evaluation” sixth in the improvement of teaching-learning process at smart schools.

Based on the results presented in Table 4, the result of Friedman test (to check meaningful ranking in this test, Chi-square statistic is used.) Pearson $\chi^2 = 1133.695$ is statistically significant

At the level of 0.05. Based on the results, “teaching method”, with the lowest rank, and then to the “evaluation”, “interaction”, “content”, “students” and “teachers” are located of less attention to improving the teaching-learning process at smart schools.

4. Discussion

Component with the highest security at smart schools improved teaching and learning process from the perspective of respondents and were detected and ranked first among these methods and assigned to the “teacher”. This component was discussed previously (5, 7) as a key component.

Teachers are the main brokers that interact with information and communication technology in the educational system. Teachers in today’s classes must be prepared to provide technology-based learning opportunities for their students. In fact, the main person in helping learners to access technology capabilities is the classroom teacher, who prepares for technology and knowledge of how technology supports student’s learning.

From the perspective of the respondents, “interaction” was the second most important factor in teaching and learning process to improve smart schools. This was considered very important by previous studies (18-20, 22, 25, 31). Therefore, the interaction and the formation of a variety of interactive teaching-learning process, especially at schools is vital and irrefutable and attention and correct and consistent use of quality in e-learning programs will be increased.

“The students’ were considered the third most important factor for improving the teaching-learning process. This method was developed by researchers such as Mitrofan and Cioricaru (8), Ghonoodi and Salimi (9), Cidral et al. (10) and Hamzah et al. (32). Students are the most important and effective part of the society. The education system should be smart so their skills in the form of an integrated system with an emphasis on ICT development to improve student learning and social skills.

Thus, paying attention to the role of students in the teaching-learning as well as development and strengthening of the skills of students by schools will improve the teaching-learning process.

The fourth most important factor was improving the teaching-learning process from the perspective of respondents was “educational content”. Previous studies have also touched on this factor (10, 16, 17, 33). The use of multimedia content and electronic teaching-learning process is the main pillars of smart schools. Using multimedia con-
tent involves a wider range of students in the teaching-learning process and the process is deepening. Hence, use of multimedia content in the teaching-learning can be useful. The fifth most important way to improve teaching-learning was “teaching methods” (11). In general, it can be concluded that new technologies and media used for teaching in schools can transform the learning environments and attract students to their learning process, motivating and reinforcing stimuli injected in the process of teaching and learning to improve educational quality while boring traditional learning spaces become rich and full-on and full of joy of learning.

The “evaluation” process was also ranked sixth in the method by Lubis et al. (1), UNESCO (13), Sani Idrahim et al. (15) and Alt (14). Assessment is a vital element in the teaching-learning process. It should instead focus on failure to engage and motivate students to be mobile. With regards to application in teaching-learning at smart schools, it is expected that classes be interactive and cooperative and use multi-media to improve the teaching-learning process.
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